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Overview of This Document

The purpose of this docwent is to provide the details and specifications
needed for completion and implementation of the ARWIS system. "-* document provides
some backcrround information about omiputer-based educational information systems in
ceneral and an overview of the AREIS system as conceptualized under this contract.
The tasks for completion of the conceptualized system and projected tine for doing
so are detailed. The hardware and software recuirenents for inplerntation of the
system by means of both a distributed network model and a micro-coqmter rixel are
stipulated in detail. Neeced system support materials, includina plans for inservice
trainina of four different personnel croups, are described. Finally, a plan for a
field tryout of the om 0leted system ani evaluation is proposed.

Backaround

Over the past fifteen years, experience with more than thirty crxputer-
based quidance systems has shown their effectiveness in the delivery of quidance
services to a wide range of civilian populations. Such systems have unique
capabilities which ultimately enh.ance the quidance process; specifically,
they can

1. store, search, retrieve, and update large data files
of occupational and educational information;

2. relate self-informiation of the user to information
about occupations and educational alternatives;

3. simulate an interactive dialogue; and

4. provide individualized attention to many users
simultaneously.

Because computers carry out the routine, often repetitive information
capturing and dispensing fmctions, Counselors can concentrate on the more
professional activities involved in the counselina process: synthesis, interpretation,
counseling, and consultation.

Pesearch has identified several specific benefits which have accrued from the
use of the computer in the counselinq process:

1. Peceiving information by cxmrter is perceived by users as
a more interesting method than other traditional means.

2. Use of a ccmpiter-based guidance system increases awareness
of educational and vocational options.

3. A comuter-based guidance system permits users to expand or
narrow their exploration of occupational or educational
alternatives in accord with their ctrrent stae in the
decision-akinq process.

.".... .. ... .. .
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4. Users increase their exploratory behavior after leaving
the catpter-based quidance experience.

5. Use of a computer-based guidance system increases coqnitive
knowledqe about occupations and/or educational programs
researched by the users.

6. Use of a ccmputer-based guidance system increases self-information
and an awareness of the relationship of self-information to occupational
choice.

7. Use of a ccpiter-based guidance systen enhances vocational maturity
and develops the decision-making skills of users.

P. Use of a omputer-based system maximizes the career guidance
gains which can be effected by counselors.

The Army, recognizing that the computer can be effectively integrated into
the total counseling process, charqed the Army Research Institute for the Behavorial
and Social Sciences to conduct research on a computer-based system which would
provide information about the Army Continuing Education Systen (ACES) programs to
military personnel through its Arny Education Centers. The DI.9 ER Foundation,
with more than twelve years' experience in the field, was tasked under Contract
MKA 903-79-C-0279 to conceptualize, develop, and test a prototypal system, the
Army Fducation Information System (ARMIS) .

Overview of the Army Education Information System (AREIS)

ARIS, as conceptualized under this contract, is a computer-based information
system which has two separate, though interacting, parts. The first part has three
components which provide military personnel with interactive, instructional dialogues
(or modules), and sutportinq data files; the second part includes direct access functions
for the professional personnel of the Fducation Center. Graphically, ARWIS takes this
shape:

I.

* OPI EWATION
SUBSYSTEM

ADM4INISTRTOR -~~SUBSYSTEM.-

SL-ORAI GOALS F. PLANINI~G,
SUBSYSTEM SUBSYSTEM

The Relationship Betee
the Four C=Woents of AFTIS
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The first part of ARIS contains three subsystems. Subsystem I, ORIFNATION,
always the entry point for the soldier, has four objectives: 1) to familiarize the
user with the terminal and printer euipment; 2) to provide instruction about the
content of AREIS; 3) to explain the services of the Education Center; and, 4) to
provide an overview of all Army Continuing Education System proqrams. Subsystem II,
SUPE-NOiRicON, is designed to help soldiers qenerate information about themselves
which they can use to formulate short- and/or long-range goals for the time they are
on active duty and beyond. Soldiers who feel that they need more information
about their work-related interests, aptitudes or skills, and values can interact
with this subsystem. Subsystem III, GCATIS AND PLIM, has two purposes: 1) to
help soldiers identify relevant personal qoals, either short- or lonq-ranqe, which
are related to career and education; and 2) to provide detailed information about
ACES programs which will assist in the achievenent of these goals. Twelve goals
were conceptualized as iMportant in this subsystem:

1. to improve basic skills
2. to develop new interests for self-improvement or use of

leisure time
3. to get same job skills
4. to complete a next step in education (including

suboptions to complete high school, community college,
four-year college, or qraduate school)

5. to plan a military career
6. to improve MOS proficiency
7. to select a secondary MDS
8. to get pramted
9. to make a good decision about re-enlistment
i1. to make a vocational choice
ii. to ccnplete an educational degree after leaving

the military
12. to make the Army a career.

The Soldier Subsystems of AREIS are designed to be flexible; that is, soldiers
may move about among them in any manner appropriate to their needs.

-- 4
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The second part of APIS, (0UNSF1OR-Ar*NISTRAT1OR Subsystem IV, has two
basic purposes: 1) to relieve Education Counselors of clerical functions which they
currently perform; and 2) to provide Counselors with up-to-date, accurate information
for use durinq counseling interviews. This subsystem is divided into two areas.
The shaded areas (See Figure 1) contain data files such as descriptions of Military
Occupational Specialties, civilian occupations, and educational alternatives which
can be accessed by the soldier through the interactive dialoque process or directly
by the Counselor or rducation Services Officer administrator of the Fducation Center.
The non-shadeO area, desiqned for use by Fducation Center professional personnel only,
contains functions such as the computer storage of the Soldier Educational Development
Record (MA Form 669), of a master schedule of courses offered on or near the post,
and of all course rosters.

At the completion of this contract, the following portions of the total
AWEIS system have been developed, programed, and field-tested:

1. All of Subsystem I, ORIENTATION: an overview of the content of
the system, of the services of the Education Center, and of
the various proqrams offered through the ACES.

2. One section of Subsystem II, FP-TNFORMTION: the UNIACr
IV Interest Inventory (Q1978, American College Testing
Proqram).

3. One qoal of Subsystem III, (GOALS AND PLANNIW,: the coal
entitled "To ccmplete a next step in education," which
provides detailed information about the educational offerings
on or near a specific Army post.

4. A demonstration of Subsystem IV, CTNSF)R-ADMINIER TOR
SYSTFM': displays of the Form 669, new requlations from
e-partment of the Army, and other administrative functions

for Counselor or Fucation Services Officer use.
In addition, the fo] lowinq products have been delivered to the Army Research

Institute for the Beavorial and Social Sciences by the DISCCVER Foundation:

• ACS Needs Assessment Survey

* The Army Inform-ition System (ARP.S): A Conceptualization

• Field Tryout of the Army Fducation Information System (AREIS)

• Cost/Sens-f it Analy is of the Army ,clation Information System

'1
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II. UTrLW D FIXWW?? OF AMIS

poximately two-thirds of Subsystem II, almost all of Subsystem III,
anti some of the administrative functions in Subsystem IV remain to he developed.
Development to date has been done under PIANIT, an author laniuaqe utilized by
the Army, and soe significant limitations were identified. These include inability
to clear the screen completely, to stay in communication with the computer after
more than a five-minute delay between users, and to search data files. Since
data file searching is a critical function in the remaining subsystems of ARmIS,
it is mandatory that an authorinq system which has this capability be adopted
for future development. The existence of such an authorinq system is assumed in
the ensuing discussion of the aompletion of ARFWIS.

The necessity for an author language is at two distinct levels: a level
reciuired for initial authorinq and development of the remainder of the system and a
different level for use by Education Service Officers, Counselors, and clerical
personnel after the system is complete and operational. During the completion of
develorment, the author language must have the following characteristics:

1. It allows easy input and revision of text and linkages.
2. It allows the creation of data files (such as occupations,

MS's, colleges, etc.) on-line.

It is also highly desirable that the language allow the input of graphic material
and of symbols which create color. Further, it is desirable that the lanquaqe allow
the development of search strategies on-line, althouqh this task can also be
accomplished by special application programming.

Because of these requirements for the author languaqe and because of
the total disk and core recuirements for the system, it is recommended that the
development of the system be done on a computer which has more resources and
power than the one on which the system will ultimately became operational. Once
the system is complete ani tested, much of the high overhead reauirei by the powerful
authoring lanquage can be removed anrl a more basic package of software can be
installed for operation.

Once ARFIS is operational in Eucation Centers, a much less powerful
authoring capability is needed. The reauirements of this author system are as
follows:

1. It allows the updatinq of specifically-designated frames of
text, such as the scheduling of courses on or near post or the
local alternatives for completion of a hiqh school diploma.

2. It allows the creation and updating of the Soldier Sducational
Development Record (Form 669).

Limiting the author capabilities to these two functions effects a siqnificant saving
in machine anrl file resources an protects the integrity of the system.
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Fatznated PolpetTasku

S ubsystem I

Subsystem I is now ccnplete and ready to be operaticnalized on any machine
which has PLANIT installed. If changes occur in A progrms before the time of
imlenentation, minor text updating may be reuired. bivuld a decision he made to
run AWIS on a microprocessor (see later discussion of this alternative on paqe 14),
or another type of machine which cannot handle PIANIT, r amin or reentry
of this subsystem (and all other material which has been developed) under a different

, author lanqe would be required.

S ubsysten II

This subsystem offers the user three options: 1) to take an interest
inventory and find )S' s and occupations which are related to the assessed interests:
2) to assess skills or aptitudes and identify ?nS's and occupations which are
related to these; and 3) to rate the importance of 10-15 work and military-related
values and to identify MKS's and occupations which have potential to fulfill these.

Most of the development of the first option has been ocompleted. Users
respond to a sixty-item interest inventory, called UIIACT IV ( c American College
Testing Program, 197R). Computer calculation of user responses "plots" the
individual into one of the 12 regions on the World of Work Map ( c American College
Testing Program, 197R) depicted in Figure 2. Based on ten years of extensive
research, the American College Testing Program has qrouped all of the occupations
in the Dictionary of Occupational Titles in 25 families of occupations. These
families are plotte on the Map by-r r analysis of the work tasks involved in
them and their relative deqree of involvent in morkinq with data versus ideas
(the vertical dimension) anrd with people versus things (the horizontal dimension).

WORLD OF WORK MAP
S- lDArA"

..-" .... ,,;,,-.

"I
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II...............
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Ficire 2

The World of Work Man
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Scoring of the UIACT interest inventory allows the computer to suqest
that the user beqin by exploring occupations in the one region where the score
fell and to continue by exploring occupations in the contiguous regions. The
system asks the user to stipulate an educational entry level and this allows the
camputer to produce a manageable nuier of occupations for further exploration.

In order to complete the objectives of this exercise, it is necessary to also
relate interest inventory scores to MOS' s. Although this has not been done in this
initial feasibility study, it is not anticipated that this task will be difficult
for two reasons. First, the Appalachia Fducational Laboratory has already related
fDS's to Tbrker Trait Groups in the Dictionary of Occupational Titles, and this
relationship has been published in The U.S. A Career and Eucaion Guide, Counselor
•ition. (Washington, D.C.: Departmen--oTt6"ry[ed ) ). Further, the American
Colleqe Testing Program has worked on this relationship, and they will share their work
in this area with the DIS 7FR Foundation.

The module on the relationship of skills or aptitudes to occupations and
PTMS's has not yet been developed. It is proposed that two methods of relationship be
offered-by Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (AAJ) scores and by self-
analysis of skills related to workinq with data, people, things, and ideas. In the
first proposed method, it iuld be essential that ASAB scores be stored on all
Forms 669 and that the caputer software access these when the soldier enters this
part of the module. The computer text would review the soldier's ASVIB scores,
interpret them and then produce a list of M)S's and civilian occupations for which
the soldier appears to have aptitude. The relationship between ASVAB scores and
M)S's has already been cone and is published in The U.S.Army Career and Rducation
Guide, Counselor Fdition, Undated. The relationship between ASVAB scores and occupations
can e done by utilizing the work already done on the Differential Aptitude Tests
(New York: The Psycholoqical Corporation, 1947), and the General Aptitude Test
R attery (Washington, D.C.: The Government Printing office, 1946-1963).

For th - soldier who does not have MVAP scores on his/her record or for whom
these do not appear to be appropriate indicators of aptitude, a second approach
will be offered--the self-assessment of skills acauired through experience and course
work. The World of Work Map (See Paqe 6) groups occupations (and MOS's after the
work previously described is completed) by their relationship to working with data,
with people, with things, (tools, ectuipment), or ideas. Working in each of these
four dimensions requires a quite different set of skills. These skills have been
enumerated by the American College Testing Program as a result of an;lyzinq the
work tasks involved in the occupations in these four quadrants. This part of the
module, then, would list a set of 10-15 critical skills in each of these four
areas and ask the user to indicate whether he or she has many, sce, or few skills
from this group. This self-assessment of skills, then, can be directly linked to
occupations and to MS's.
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The third area of Subsystem IT relates to the assessment of work-related
values. Much research has already been done on this topic. The developers would

*secure permission to use already-developed materials (such as those developed by
the Fducational Testing Service or the DISOVER Foundation) in which specific ratings
on each value have been assiqned to hundreds of specific occupations. Military

- values, such as fitness and appearance, would be added to the existing file. A
- panel approach to wiqh these additional values would be as follows:

S£1. The panel would develop an operational difinition at three
levels (low, medium, high) for military values.

2. Each mmber of the panel would independently rate the potential
-. for fulfillment of that value by each occupation and "05 using

knowledge of the occupation or M"S or using objective sources of
occupational and M)S information.

3. The panel would check and discuss agreenents and/or disagreements
in value weightings and cone to a consensus.

The military values would then be added to the values section of an
* existing database, such as that developed by the DISCVER Foundation, and ARWIS

would be proqrrimed to produce lists of occupations and MOS's which would combine
desired values.

Subsystem II would conclude with a review section which 1) summarizies
or synthesizes the interest, aptitude/skill, and values assessment, and 2) consoli-
dates a list of occupations and MOS's which relate to the self-information qiven
by the user.

Subsystem III

Since the material for only one goal of the projected eleven goals to be
covered in Subsystem III has been developed, a great deal of new development
remains to be done here. As with all new development of instructional text, the

- followinq steps would have to be followed:

.1. Collect, read, and organize all of the information needed to
write the required text.

2. Outline the material in the way in which it is to be presenteO to
the user and determine the methods to use (i.e., cuestion and answer,
narrative, simulation, etc).
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3. rite the text in the exact format desired with linkaqe instructions,
following these guidelines:

a. Reading level should be appropriate to the target population
b. Text should be concise and as interactive as possible
c. Interest level should be hiqh, aided by occasional humor

and the use of graphics
ld. Text should allow ample opportunity for the user to exit from

the material and/or choose another subsysten
e. Instructions should be very clear so that human assistance

is not required.

4. Fnter the text and the linkages into AREIS using the selected author

languaqe.

5. Fdit the text for accuracy, appearance, and linkages.

6. Design, secure, and enter the data files required for search strategies,
such as possible files of apprenticeship programs, SOC colleges, and
occupational descriptions.

Subsystem IV

Subsystem IV, Cbunselor-Administrator System, has tuo basic objectives:

1. to relieve Counselors of clerical work
2. to provide Counselors with up-to-date, accurate information which

can be used in the counseling process.

Four functions have been conceptualized to meet these objectives:

1. the computerization of DA Form 669
2. the computer storage of a master schedule of all courses

available on or near post
3. the direct access recall of all data files which support

Soldier Subsystems I, II, and III
4. the author capability to enter and/or edit designated frames of

text.

rMrincT this contract a cemonstration packacge was developed under PLANIT
to illustrate the Counselor-Administrator Subsystem. This denonstration included
all of the elements of the Form 669 in four displays (Personal Data, FrIucation
Information, Test Information, anW Counseling Notes), a frame for the entry of
changes to Department of Armv Requlations, a frame for the master schedule of
courses, and a frame for the entering of course rosters.
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In order to omplete the Counselor-Administrator Subsystem, the followinq
tasks must be accmplished:

1. Application proqramminnq must be done to allow AREIS to retrieve
records from a data file.

2. A method must be designed for the entry of Forms 669 for all
soldiers on a qiven post.

3. A method must be desiqned and tested with Counselors and
clerical personnel for the collection of data for the building
of new records or the up(atinq of old ones.

4. A method mst be desiqneO and tested for the transmission
of Forms 669 from one post to another.

5. A method must be desiqned for tranrn"ission of new information
from the Fucation Directorate throuqh MAOMs to individual
posts.

6. Decisions must be made about the author lanquaqe to be used, the
restrictions to be placed upon its use, and specifically which
frames of the ARETS system can be rdified at the local level.

7. The direct access recall of data files (such as occupation or
PUS descriptions) which support Soldier Subsystems I, II, and
III must be designed and implemiented.

Estimated Develolnent Time

The development work necessary to complete ARFIS can be divided into
.-. two distinct phases:

1. The text and file developnent phase, consistinq of the review of
previously developed material and the creation of text and data
files for all new applications.

2. The technical implementation phase, consisting of the reproqraminri
of all previously developed text (if PLANTT is not retained as the
authoring system), the prmqraimina of all new text and supporting
data files, and the completion of special application programminz
needed in order to store and retrieve Forms 669 and to peTform
search strategies needed in Subsystoms II and III.
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It is estimated that the first phase can be cmpleted within a twelve-

month period by a staff of three persons:

1. Project Director who will be responsible for

a. the design of all undeveloped parts of the AREIS
system.

b. the identification and acquisition of all materials needed
for text and data file development.

c. the management and coordination of work tasks and personnel.
d. liaison with the funding agency.
e. quality control over all AREIS system material and reports

to the funding agency.

2. Script Writer who will be responsible for

a. review of existing text for possible updating.
b. reading source documents and writing text in accordance

with an aqreed-upon outline and guidelines for text
preparation.

c. assistance with data file development.

3. Secretary who will be responsible for

a. typing all material related to the project.
b. managing the daily operation of the project, such as

time accounting and preparation of fiscal reports.
c. other activities as assigned by the Project Director.

This staff will be supplemented by consultants who are needed to provide
" specialized information and assistance. xamrp]es would be the relatinq of interest

inventory scores to M)S's, the addition of military values to an existing file of
i values, and the assigning of weiqhtirn-s to occupations and MDs's.

47
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Ill. HAIOTWARF AN4D SOFNAWRE P UIRFMM.lT FOR AflFIS

The Cost/Aenefit Analysis of the Army Education Information System (AFTIS)
detailed three possible irodes of delivery of ARIS: the maxi-oapter, the
distributed network of mini-mpuers, and the stand-alone micro-cMcputer. In

• that report the distributed network of mini-camputers and the stand-alone micro
-model were favored over the maxi-catputer. The mini-cmrouter distributed network

-. had the distinct advantage of meeting all of the criteria set for delivery of
ARIS. Althouqh it failed to meet the criterion of direct cmmvunication of
soldier educational development records (DA Form 669) by phone line fran one
computer to another, the micro-carputer mode of delivery had the followinq
advantages:

a. it has the highest cost feasibility,
b. the Fducation Center is directly involved with the

operation and maintenance of the system,
c. the system can be maintained with a minimu of technical

and clerical support,
d. overall system operation would be easy for non-technical

people, and
e. this model would fit all posts, including remote overseas

installations.

-Both of these modes are entirely feasible; the reouirements which pertain
- to each are detailed.

Hardware

The distrihted network model assumes that there would be a network of
mini-ccmputers which are linked together (maxi-camputers and micros could also be
utilized in the chain). There are two purposes for this linkage: a) the transmission
of soldier records and other information fram post to post and b) the provision
of service from a distant comrputer if the usual host computer is "down." Implementation
of a completed ARTIS product under this model assunes the following:

" 1. Posts in the continental United States and in other commands would
be grouped in some logical way which accounts for a) the total soldier
population in each group, b) the geographic proximity of posts, and

*c) the command to which each reports.

2. Mini-camputers of varying size would be leased or purchased, one for
each group of posts. The mini-carpiuter for each group should be
selected to meet the followinq criteria:

a. Sufficient core storaqe for an authorinq lanquaqe such as PLANIT.
This software, if used, reciuires 256K bytes.

I

.-
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b. Sufficient disk storaqe for ARIS plus that needed for other
desired applications. It is anticipated that the cxupleted
AREIS will require approximately 20M bytes of disk storage,

Sincludinq all of its data files.

c. Ability to handle one cathode ray tube terminal and prinfer for
each 2000 soldiers on the posts included in the reqior, plus
one terminal dedicated to counselor use in each Education Center
and telecamunication between those terminals and the central
computer.

d. Ability to provide response time of five seconds or less.

3. Standard 1920-character cathode ray tube terminals and associated
printers would be selected and placed in Education Centers on posts
in the region at the ratio of one terminal per 2000 soldiers plus one
dedicated one for Counselor/clerical use in each Education Center.

4. These terminals would be linked by a 1200-baud dial-up phone line
and acoustical couplers to the central mini-camputer.

5. The operating software and the AMEIS software would be installed
in each of these mini-ccuiters.

6. A technical person at the computer site would be assigned responsibility
for operation and maintenance of the software and for interface with
user sites.

The stand-alone micro-canputer mo.el asstmes that a microprocessor would
be placed on posts to deliver APEIS. These processors can handle from one to four
cathode ray tube terminals anti an associated printer. Tplementation of this
model renuires the follcing specific steps:

1. recisions would be made, based upon the soldier populations, about
how many microprocessors wruld be needed at each post and where these
should be placed. since a ratio of one terminal to 2000 soldiers is
recommended, plus one terminal dedicated to Counselor/clerical use in
each Education Center, one microprocessor could serve from 2000-8000
soldiers depending upon the number of terminals attached. Assuming
that the permanent party populations on posts is the same as that
reported in the ACTS Needs Assessment Survey, (December 1979) cxmpleted
umder this contract. Fxamp les of requirements for microprocessors mould
be as follows:

Post mter of, Soldiers Microprocessor Confi uration

* Fort Eustis, VA 7,200 One microprocessor, 4 cathode ray tube
terminals, 1 printer.

. Fort Polk, IA 15,000 * Three microprocessors, 13 cathode ray tl

terminals, 5 printers.

F Fort Praqr, W' " 48,00O * !ix microprocessors, 25 cathxde ray tube
terminals, 6 printers.

* *The rfucation Center on this post is docentral i ed with one primary center n
* a numxbr of satellite centers.
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2. Microprocessors, cathode ray tube terminals, and printers would be
selected and leased or purchased for placement an posts. The
microprocessor would be selected with the following criteria in
mind:

- a. Sufficient core storaqe for software to run AIS.
b. Sufficient disk storage for AREIS.
c. Ability to handle an author language which has a data base

search capability (e.g., modified PLANIT or a substitute).
d. Ability to handle color and graphics.m e. Ability to handle up to four terminals and a printer.

3. Microprocessors, cathode ray tube terminals, and printers would be
placed in FAucation Centers and/or other designated locations on
posts.

4. The ARTIS software and author language would be installed in the
microprocessors on posts and made operational.

5. Soldier records and/or information would be transnitted by mail
between posts, MWCCt4, and the Fducation Directorate by mailing of
floppy disks, since nr- teleccmmmication between computers exists.

The distributed mini-computer network model and the microprocessor model
are not Tutually exclusive. Indeed, both models might be operationalized
simultaneously. The mini-ccmputer model lends itself well to the provision of
service to posts which have a permanent party population of over 8,000 and which
are geographically close to each other. The microprocessor model is best suited
for small posts and/or isloated ones for which service from a centralized computer
would incur high telecmuunication costs. If one mode is selected over the other,
the microprocessor model is recommended.

Authoring Software and Operating System

Based upon the field tryout of ARTIS at Fbrt Sill and the conceptual
design of the system, there are very important reciuirements for the software
which delivers ARWIS. These are as follows:

1. The software must he capable of doing file searches as well as
Y g-paying texS ,----lingsm u h iE,-: storinguser reo-ds.ThP -- In " - --

The File-searc capability is essent a-for allowinE1M e ojlTer
to identify occupations, MNS's, or educational institutions which
have the combination of characteristics desired. It is also essential
for providing the proposed administrative fumctions.

2. The software must have an easily understandable author 2ua which
allcows personne-toocaizefames of text desin-t localizaton
at the post level. Scme samples of APEI related applications whic
require an author language follow:

a. the insertion of information about couirses given on or near post,
b. the ]istinq of local opportunities for obtaining the (E) high school

*' euivalency certificato, and
c. the on-line ,i-iintenance of 1V Form 661.

I' ., .. " - , .. , ,



3. The operat st ust remain in contiuous ortion. he

sys -tem m---- t bes t remain aallable for soldier use once

it has been initialized in the morning. when one user siqns off,
the software should loop back to the beqinninq of AEIS so that

- it is ready for the next user.

4. The software must clear the screen after each display of text
... -ore aisla m ne text. Yesas dnot nowe,-or l,

up i a the bottom of te-screen in such a way that same part of one
display may still be at the top of the screen as the next display
rolls up fran the bottan. Instead, the systen should be designed
to remove all of one display before beqinning to print the text of
the next frame at the upper left-hand corner of the screen.

In addition to these four requirements, if would also be highly desirable
if the software would a) allow the user to print any frame directly fran the screen

- of the cathode ray tube, and b) be capable of displaying color and graphic material.

'-,

4
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IV. F: MATotAL FVIRh1,

[ AW IS is designed for use by Army enlisted personnl who are stationedon active duty at any installation tihrouigho to say
that AIS is restricted to use by this population; the field tryout of the

system demonstrated that AREIS has relevance for military personnel of all ranksi: : who are seeking information about themselves, career possibilities, and educational
alternatives.

APPIS may also be used by various mambers of the Education Center staff,
principally by the Fducation comselors, as they provide educational counseling
to service members or perform tasks which support the administrative functions
of the Fducation Center, such as tallying of data from DA Fbrm 669 for planning
and reporting purposes.

Method of Use: Soldiers

AREIS is desimied to be used as an integral part of the total counseling
process for soldiers who use the Education Center. It is not meant to replace
the professional staff of the Fducation Center, but rather to be used as an
adjunct tool which can facilitate the information-gatherinq and dispensing tasks
performed by the Counselors.

Soldiers will be referred to AWIS by the Education Counselors or other
staff mmbers when they ccme to the Education Center for counseling. It is also
possible that soldiers will learn of the value of the system from other soldiers
wio have used ARMIS or as a result of a publicity canmpaiqn which might be undertaken
on post (See Section 1I).

ARFIS is designed to provide maximnw flexibility of use. Soldiers may
employ a straight-line approach when they enter at Subsysten I, mmoe through
Subsystem II, and conclude the AREIS experience by using one or more of the cxoals
combined in Subsystem III. They may also use an individualized approach in which

. they use only those sections of APIS which have particular interest or relevance
for them. Hence, users who have no pre-determined goals might move through
Subsystem I to Subsystem II and then to Subsystem III, while other users who

*-" have already formulated goals may move directly from Subsystem I to Subsvstem III.
- Some users who hae already used the syste may wish to interact with one nodule

of information only.

it is estimated that a soldier could use all of ARWIS in about 3-4 hours.
. Subsystem I should refnire approximately thirty minutes, as should each submodule

in Sulsystem IT. Fach of the twelv oals in Subsystem III should take approximately
fifteen minutes to complete. It is likely that a soldier will interact with only

4 one or tun or these coals at any one time. Te/she will probably return to ATEIS
when information about a particular topic becomes ir'portant for his/her planninq

- for the futu-e.

I
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Fucation Centers will need to make local policy determinations about how
soldiers make arranqets for use of the AJWIS system. Such use might well be a

: blend of drop-in voluntary use, scheduled appointments, and required use as a part
of particular proarams (such as PSTF- II or Basic Training). Drop-in use alone
may be an inefficient use of the terminals since use may be very spasmodic.

Since enlisted personnel have a busy day-tire scheule, it is highly
desirable to be able to allow use dirinq the evening hours. Securing permission
from (ommandinq Officers for use of the system during day-time work and training
hours is also highly desirable.

Method of Use: FSO' s and Counselors

In the ACVS Needs Assessment Survey (Powlsbey and Rabush, 1979), Fducation
[" -,'Service Officers andU- lors indiaTE a high level of enthusiasm for a computer-

based system to assist then with their administrative and clerical tasks.
Caputerized buil.dinq, updating, and recall of the MA Form 669 for soldiers was
identified as the top priority need with receipt of information about new programs

* or regulations from the Fducation Directorate and updates of existing ACFS information
- as close second and third choices. (orputerization of these functions, especially

the first one, will mandate that Counselors have access to cathode ray tube
terminals.

In order to make this access to the 0unselor/Administrator Subsystem of
AREIS possible at all times, it is strongly recxmrended that one terminal in each
Fducation Center be dedicated to FSO/Counselor use. This terminal wicld be in
addition to the 1:2000 ratio recmmended for soldier use. Some posts may be
able to afford the expenditure of providing a terminal in the office of each
Counselor, and this, of course, would be an ideal situation.

In order to use the Cbunselor/Administrator functions, these personnel would
have to go to the "dedicated" terminal, which should be placed in an onen location
easily accessible to the FMO and all Counselors. Counselors may want to do this
before, during, or after a counseling interview. If the Counselor reviews a
soldier record prior to an interview, he/she may want to print out all or some
of the displays for use during the interview. During or after an interview, the
Counselor may want to update information (such as the "Ounselinq Notes" display).
Since access to the terminal will he inipossible at some times or the system my
be "down," it is recciqencid than an alternate mdye of data entry to the Form 669
be desicned. This miiht be a paper worksheet which is identical in layout to the

- displavs in the system. Thie Cunselors could enter information on this form, and
this information could be entered by clerical personnel at a later time.
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Iocation of the nkipment

*:. A1IS equipment should be locatae in the Fducation Center facility. As
~ Army Fducation Centers are found in a wide variety of buildings, it is difficult

to set precise re'uireents for the location of the AMEIS terminals. PoWever,
soldier terminals, printers, and possible micro-ccuputers should be located in an
area which offers an opportunity for exposure to a number of persons and yet provides
some degree of privacy for the individual user; FsO/(bunselor terminals should be
in a central location in easy distance from Counselors, but should not be readily
accessible to soldiers. The following information may be useful in determining
placement:

1. There should be enough space for the terminal (s) and associated printer,
a table on which the equipment sits, and a chair for the user.

2. The table area should be ample enouqh to allow the user to work with
AMFS-related materials, such as printouts of information, or with
ancillary hard-copy materials.

3. The pieces of equipment must be connected to each other and to a
power source. This power source should be a standard I "OV wall
outlet capable of accepting a three-prong plug. It is recciended
that extension cords be avoided.

4. The computer terminal (s) and possible microcessors should require
no special environmental conditions such as teperature or humidity
control. Any environment which is acceptable to humans is acceptable
to this equipment also.

4.
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i'V. b"YSqRA"MU 204

Maintenance of AREIS software and hardware must take place at both the
.ducation Directorate level and the MAXMVpost level. The maintenance required at
these two levels will be addressed in relation to both the distributed mini-
ccz puter network model and the micro-cctputer model.

Education Directorate Level

Certain functions in regard to AREIS must be initiated at this level
in order to provide continuing support to the product. These functions are:

1. the development of general policy about the use of the AREIS
system in conjunction with Education Center proqrams worlcdide;

* 2. annual review of the text and files of the system and updatinq of
these from a central source;

3. distribution of updated texts and files to Education Centers or

their associated data processing centers;

4. provision of new information, such as new ACES proqrams or DA
regulations, for entry into the Counselor/Adinistrator Subsystem;

5. initiation of an ongoing evaluation of the system;

6. monitorinq of new technical developments which might improve
the cost and/or effectiveness of the systen; and

7. making of arrangements for acouisition of data files used in the
system and the payment of rayalties (if any) on instrments used

" in the system.

It is recommended that a small coordinating cmTittee be appointed to
serve these functions. This camittee should include representatives from

*: Education Centers and from C"'s.

These functions appear to be essential for both the distributed mini-
computer network model and the micro-carputer model. The physical form of items
3 and 4 would be different in the two mo:els.

m": A'/ost Level

Assuminq that the rnaxi-cclnpter model will be rejected, all hardware
maintenance will occur at the reqional/1 vst level. In the distributed network
model, mini-ccpters will e located in regional centers while cathode ray tube

I terminals arrd printers will be located in each Fducation Center. Telephone ecnripnmnt
will be locate in both places. In the micro-ccw'piter model, microprocessors,

I cathode ray tube terminals, and printers will be located in Fucation Centers. Mb
telephone equipment will be utilized.
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The equipment listed in the previous paraqraph may be either leased or
purchased. If it is leased, maintenance service is included in the monthly lease
rates. If the equipment is purchased, it is recommeive that a maintenance contract
be negotiated with vendors or service companies. An alternative to this would
be the acouisition of additional printers and terminals so that one of these can
be substituted in the event of a mechanical. problem. Some vendors of low-cost

- terminals, printers, and microprocessors now provide service by having the customer
ship the piece of equipment to a service address. This process, while saving nvnev
for maintenance contracts, can cause operational delays of up to two weeks.
Having some extra ecuipment to substitute would overcome this potential problem.

There is also a need for software maintenance. Such maintenance includes
the operating system, the authoring language, and the ARIRIS system itself. In the

* distributed network model, this maintenance would take place at the regional
data processing center by staff designated for this purpose. The vendor of the
mini-computers should provide maintenance and support of the operating system.
The developers/owners of the authoring language should support it. APEIS itself
should be supported from two levels. Solution of technical bugs should be provided
by technical staff in the regional data processing center. Application of update
tapes (of text and data files) should also be done by this staff, and the tapes
themselves should be provided to all regional data processing centers by the

* Education Directorate.

Maintenance of software would be somewhat different in the micro-compxter
Smodel. A minimum of maintenance is anticipated on the operating system; if some

problem were to arise, this would be the responsibility of the hardware vendor.
In this mociel it is anticipated thiat both the authoring language and the AREIS

* system would be maintained by one software developer. The Fducation Directorate
would presumably contract with a software company to maintain both the authoring
language and the APEIS system. Such maintenance would inclule the application of
the periodic update tapes which would be provided by the Fducation Directorate.
The contractor would then provide periodic updates to Education Centers in the form
of floppy disks. The same contractor would provide phone and on-site support to
the software, if necessary.

In addition to the hardware and software maintenance described, it is
. also important to have local post involvenrmnt in the method of use, evaluation, and

localization of ABEIS. It is proposed that a coordinating committee of Fducation
Center staff members be selected at each post to oversee the operation of ARIS.
MeIbers of this ccrmittee should assume responsibility for inteqrating A1TFIS into
the oncoing counseling proqram. Th-is process includes the

1. determination of information about local post educational offerings
which should be included in ARFMIS.

2. desicm and himplementation of procedures for information entry, update,

and transmittal.
3. desiqn and coordination of publicity procrrams about AFF IS.

r. coordination of insrrvice training of all Fducation Center personnel.

5. desicrnation of personnel responsible for the various activities related
to the ARPTS proqram within the Fducation Center.

- . -
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VI. SUPPOr SERVICFS

Any product or program, regardless of its quality, can fail if it does not
have the required support services and materials. AREIS is no exception. The
support reuired for this product can be divided into four major categories--
inservice training, user and professional guides and manuals, publicity, and
( ommunication. Fach of these four topics is considered in detail.

Inservice Training

It is strongly recrzmtended that inservice traininq be provided for four
-- groups: Filucation Service Officers (FsO), Counselors, clerical support persons,

and data processing technical personnel. Furtkher, it is recommended that each of
these groups have separate training because of the differences in their level
of responsibility, work tasks, and prior knowledge. A suggested plan would be to
train FSO's in small groups by qeographic region or command. They should be the
first to receive training since they must play the primary leadership role in
implementation and successful use. Ideally, the other three groups would receive
training on their respective posts so that local equipment can be used for demmnstra-

* tion purposes, and local practice problems of text development and maintenance
can be tackled.

FSO Training: It is reommended that FSO's have a minimn of three days of
trairing. This training could be done by thoroughly informed persons from the
Education Directorate, or by contractors who learn the systen thoroughly and
specialize in training content and methodology. The training should contain a
qoOd blendof didactic material, demonstration, and "hands-on" experience. The
training proposed here would be virtually the same for both the distributed network
model and the micro-coauter model.

The objectives for F-O training should insure that at the completion of
training they would be able to

1. provide a factual description of the contents and functions of
ARIS;

2. provide a competent demonstration of the system to an Army
officer, Counselor, or visitor;

3. conceptualize ways in which the system can be integrated into the
total Fducation Center program and mission;

4. explain the process of localization, on-line upating, and maintenance
of the system~;

5. explain the process of transfer of Form 669 between posts; and

6. explain the staffing reciirmpnts for oTvration and mintenance of
the ystm.

4
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In order to meet these objectives the proposed workshop needs to address
the topics listed below:

1. description with demonstration and visual material of the total
conceptual design of the soldier part of the system

2. detailed description and demonstration of the Administrator/
Counselor Subsystem

3. "hands-on" use of both of the above
4. description and demonstration of a suqgested demonstration

package
5. suqqested models and materials for incorporating A1MIS into the

present Fducation Center program for enlisted personnel
6. instruction about the specific parts of the systen which need to

be locailzed for each post and the procedure for accomplishinq this
7. detailed instruction and documentation of the process for buildinq,

updatinq, and deletinq the computerized Form 669 for soldiers on
post

8. detailed instruction and documentation of the procedure for forwarding
and receiving Forms 669 to and from other posts

9. detailed recomnendations for staffing and training for implementation
and operation of AWEIS.

The meeting of the proposed objectives at a very hiqh level is critical
to the later success of AWIS on posts. It will succeed in Fducation Centers where
the ESO is comitted to the system, is not threatened by it, and feels that he/she
possesses a high level of corpetence with it.

Fducation Counselor Training: It is recamended that Counselors have a
rinimn of two days of training on-site. This training may be provided by a
thorouqhly informed person from Education Directorate, by the FSo (who has been

- previously trained and has an Inservice Training Manual to help him/er), or
by a contractor. The traininc unuld be virtually the same for both the distributed
network mrx1el and. the micro-cctputer model.

The objectives of the counselor traininq should insure that at the end
of trainin, Counselors will be able to

1. explain the conceptual design and functions of APEIS;
2. provide a ccmpetent demonstration of the system to an Officer,

a soldier, or a visitor;
3. explain ways in which the system will be integrated into the

Fducation Center's ACTS programs and services;
4. explain how, when, and where soldiers may use the system and of what

use the system is to them;
5. use the Counselor-Alinistrator Subsystem, including building, updating,

and deleting Forms 669;
6. localize designated frames of text;
7. transfer Forms 669 to another post andl enter received forms into

the systom; and
8. identify the possible cause of operational problems.

lI.
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. In order to accomplish these objectives, thorough treatment must be given
to the following:

1. detailed description and demonstration of the Soldier Subsystems
2. detailed description and demonstration of the Cunselor/Aiministrator

Subsystem, especially the functions related to Form 669
3. instruction and practice in localizing designated frames of text
4. "hands-on" use of all subsystem and Counselor functions
5. demonstration and description of a suaqested demonstration package6. proposed plan for integrating use of ARFS into existing FAucation

Center programs
7. detailed local plans for implementation and use of the system
8. instruction in possible operational problem and their method of

solution.

These topics would be the same for both the distributed network and the
micro-computer mtodes of delivery. The content related to topics 2 (especially the

. method of transmission of Fbrm 669) and 8 (operational problems and their
solution) would be different for these two models.

Clerical Support Persons: It is recamender that clerical support persons
, have a mininum of three days of on-site training. Depending upon the specific tasks

to be assigned, the second and third days (topics 6-R) of training may not be
necessary for all.

At the end of such training, clerical persons should be able to

1. explain accurately the conceptual design and functions of AWIS;
2. provide a competemt demonstration of the system to soldiers and teach

them how to use it;
3. assist soldiers to arrange to use the system;
4. identify the possible cause of operational problems and describe

their probable solutions;
5. operate all equipment;
6. localize designated frames of text;
7. build, update, and delete Forms 669;
8. transfer Forms 669 to another post and enter received

forms into the system; and
9. start the system and sign it off.

In order to accomplish these objectives at a high level, the followin
must be addressed:

1. detailed description and demonstration of the Soldier Subsystem
2. detailed description and demonstration of the Counselor/Administrator

Subsystem
3. "hands-on" experience with the soldier system
4. instnction about a &dnmnstration of possible operational

problems and hcw to correct t1hese

i
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5. instruction about the author language
6. sample work tasks in modifying text and/or creating new text
7. sample work tasks in building, updatinq, and deletinq the

xucomputerized Form 669
8. instruction about how to use equipment and how to initialize and

terminate the AWIS software.

These same topics mist be covered for both the distributed network mnxel
and the mici -computer model. The content of topic 4 (problems and their solution)
and 7 (operation of equipment and system sign-on and sign off) would be different

- for the two models.

The reader will note that training for three functions (buildin, updating,
and deleting Forms 669, modifyinq designated frames of text, and transmittinq
and receiving Form 669) have been included in the training of both Counselors and
clerical support persons. The. decision about the assignments of specific tasks

*_ in regard to AMEIS will be made at the individual Mducation Center level, and will,
therefore, vary from post to post. It is rec lnended, however, that these tasks be
assigned to clerical personnel if there is sufficient staffing to do so. As the

Needs ANes spa t Svey indicated, (ounseors are already rerformina a large
nutber of clcrical tasks ard s end.ing 9% of their tire in doing so. A primary
ojerti e or thn APtIS .'ys*er is to relieve Counselors of information-vivina
an. cl-rir-al tasks.

* - Technical Personnel: The specific content of this section will vary
depending upon the nude of technical delivery chosen (e.g., the distributed network
-model or the stand-alone microprocessor model). If the first delivery nude is

utilized, it is assued that the training will take place with assigned technical
staff at the location where the sending crmputer is located. It is anticipated

" ;, that one day of traininq will be sufficient and should make staff comxpetent to

1. describe in general terms the conceptual design and functions of
ARIS;

2. demonstrate these functions to an officer, a visitor, or another
technical person;

3. describe in detail the technical operational prerecuisites of the system
(e.q., core, disk storage, terminal, ccmmunication, and response time
requirements);

4. describe possible operational difficulties and solve them;
5. perform the update process;
r. perform the transmission of Forms 669 to other posts;
7. state the specific contact persons in rducation Centers with whom they

should relate and procedures for doinq so; and
8. understand the critical nature of support and maintenance of an on-line

system.

a-.
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The technical person(s) assigned to the operation ant maintenance of AWIS
in the distributed network model would be individuals with training as computer
operators and systems analysts. Their specific tasks would be: 1) initial
installation of the AMIS software; 2) xonitorinq of daily operation and solution
of any problem related to that operation; 3) installation of update tapes;
4) interface with a designated person at each Fducation Center; and 5) interface

. with ecripment vendors and phone company.

In order to meet these objectives, the following topics must be
addressed:

1 . general description and demonstration of the conceptual design and
* -function of the system

2. description of a sucqested demonstration
3. instruction about and documentation of requirements, performance,

i* maintenance, and problem-correction of ARWIS software
4. description of a procedural plan for supporting sites which are

linked to their computer
5. the unique features of an on-line system and the high relationship

between good technical operation and user acceptance
6. instruction about the installation and testing of update tapes
7. instruction and practive in sending and receiving Forms 669 from other

posts.

Since the technical operation of a microprocessor is much less complicated
than that of a larger machine, it is anticipated that very few problems will be
encountered in the microprocessor model and that technical support will be at a
minimum. onetheless, someone designated by the ESO in each Education Center
will have to be trained in the operation of the micro-coxmpter. The topics which
nee<1 to be covered in this training are:

1. general microprocessor concepts
2. how to initialize and terminate the AJEIS software
3. problems that can occur and how to solve them
4. how to install an APEIS update tape when received from the

Education Directorate
5. how to transmit and receive DA Forms 669
6. whom to contact in case of hardware or software problems

which cannot be solved.

User and Professional Guides and Manuals

Four publications shmuld be written in support of the hplAementation and
maintenance of AP.IS: 1) Soldier (or User) Ouide to APF.IS, 2) AREIS Fducation
Counselor/Fducation Service Officer Manual, 3) AREIS Technical Manual, and
4) APEIS Inservice Training Manual.

. I
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Soldier/User Guide

This should be a 6-10 page, attractive, clearly readable guide which is
- written for soldiers who use the system. The Guide should be placed by every

terminal. It should contain the following sect :

1. A brief description of ARWIS and of each of its subsystems.
2. Very clear instructions about the use of the eauipment, with aKgraphic design of the terminal keyboard, highlighting the special

keys (such as "enter" and "print") necessary for ARrIS use.
3. A copy of the World of Work Map with clear descriptive material

and occupational and Mr lists to supplement the description and interest
inventory in Subsystem IT.

4. Suggested next steps or resources to assist with education planning
after use of APEIS.

The Education Counselor/ESO Manual

This should be a 35-50 page professional manual for Education Counselors,
*i- Fducation Service Officers, and clerical assistants. This manual should be a

complete description of the system in non-technical vocabulary and should serve
as a reference manual for any questions about content, mechanics of use, and/or
suggestions for incorporation into the FAucation Center program. This Manual
should address the following topics:

1. the purpose of the system
2. how to operate the system, including both the Soldier Subsystems

and the Counselor/Admninistrator Subsystem
3. detailed description and dcumentation of each subsystem
4. suggestions for incorporating APEIS as a part of the overall program

of the Fducation Center
5. procedures for updating designated frames of text in AWEIS
6. procedures for building, updating, and deleting Fbrms 669
7. procedures for sending and receiving Forms 669 between posts
8. procedures for problem solution.

Technical Manual

Ass,,ning the distributed netwqork nxmiel, this should be a 25-50 page
document for data processing directors, systens pro ,ers, and computer
operators. This publication should be complete technical documentation in data
processing language. It should serve as a reference manual for system installation,

- maintenance, and problem solution. It should address the following topics:

1. brief conceptual description of A1WIS and its functions
i 2. a detailed technical description of the authoring software

and of AREIS
3. Pen irevents of core, disk storage, teleccmunications, and

terminals
4. procedures for applying update tapes
5. procedures for modifying or adding frames of text at the

.. local site
6. procedures for building, updating, deleting, and transmitting

(to other posts) Forms 669.

oI
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If the micro-cczpter model is adopted, a much shorter document would be
required. Since it is anticipated that the primary support person would be a
Counselor, all of the topics mentioned on the previous page (except 3 which would

be irrelevant in this model) would be covered in the ESO/Cbunselor Manual. The
only additional topics which would be necessary are basic concepts of a micro-
processor, how to initialize and terminate the AREIS system, problems which may

*. occur and their solutions, and whom to contact for solution of problems beyond
this scope. If the microznpter model is adopted, it is suggested that these
additional topics be added to the ESO/Counselor Manual. This would eliminate the
need for a Technical Manual for the micro-cciputer model.

Inservice Training Manual

Inservice training must be a prerequisite for installation of ARFIS on all
Army posts. As was mentioned earl ier, such training might be provided by designated
personnel from the Education Directorate, by a subcontractor, or by Fducation Service
Officers (after they have been trained). With any one of these alternatives an
Inservice Training Manual, prepared by the developers of the system, would be
valuable as a suggested training model. This Manual should contain:

1. suggested training program, complete with objectives and specific
content, for Education Service Officers

2. suggested training, complete with objectives and specific content,
for Education Counselors

3. suggested training, complete with objectives and specific content,
for clerical employees

4. suggested training, cxmplete with objectives and specific content for
data processinq technical personnel (for the distributed network
model only)

5. suggestions about length, environment, and procedures, for training
* 6. suggested transparencies for use in training (to be duplicated from

this manual).

Publicity

Continuous publicity of the availability of APEIS for soldier use will
be very important to its general effectiveness, cost justification, and good

utilization of conputer resources and eauipment. This is especially true on posts
where there is a constantly changing soldier population and/or relatively
isolateO rducation Center or AREIS terminal location. High utilization of terminals
is critical to providing the desired assistance with educational planning to
soldiers and to cost justification. Cost is calculated by dividing the total cost
for corWuter resrorces, telecmmunication (if any), and terminal devices by number

*i of users per month or per year. Number of uses is directly related to number of
terminals and the number of hours per day terminals are on.

Three potential types of publicity for the system are hum an communication,
,* printed materials, and non-print media.

°
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Humnan Cmnunication

The best mode of publicity for the systen will be personal cmuunication,
and this should be operating at three levels. First, soldiers who are satisfied
users will tell other soldiers about their experience and bring them in to use the
system. This method should be highly encouraged. Second, Counselors should tell

*. " soldiers about the availability and content of the system as they see them in
•- one-to-one interviews and in group meetings. Third, Education Service Officers and
"C." ommanding Officers should inform soldiers about the usefulness of the systen and,p if possible, provide them with a demonstration.

Printed Materials

It is recommended that AREIS be publicized in at least four ways, as
follows: 1) in a brief, attractive brochure which can be given to soldiers during
initial orientation to the post and/or when they see Counselors, 2) through
additions to existing documents about AMF at the Education Directorate, command,and post levels, 3) through periodic special coverage in the Ar-de and post
news publications, and 4) thnough aoun et ad/or posters which are located in

a variety of obvious places on posts.

Non-Print Media

AREIS could also be publicized by means of periodic an mc ts on the
" post radio or television stations and by a special audio-visual presentation.

Ideally, the latter would be a coordinated audio-tape and set of slides in a
carousel tray. Slides, rather than a video tape or video disk, will allow
localization of the proqram for a qiven post, if desired. The audio-visual
presentation might well describe the system by presenting three or four soldiers with
differing education planning questions and how the system helped them to find
answers. The end of the presentation could give specific instructions about how to
arrange to use the system and where the terminals are located. This section could

* be localized by the production of two or three slides which give information about
the local setting. The presentation could be made available to all Education
Centers and could be used by Counselors and FSO's in a variety of group presentations.
The brochure about AREIS, described earlier, could be given to soldiers at the time

. of this presentation.

Ozrmunication

Another kind of support service which is critical to the smooth functioning
of AREIS is communication. This cammunication is particularly critical between

S the Fducation Directorate, MCOM Fducation Divisions, and Eucation Centers.

*'. Since APEIS contains information from MA for soldiers and for FSO' s and
j Counselors, it is critical to develop camunication links and procedures which

assure that the latest information from MV which affects the content of AR.IS be
incorporated into the system for soldier and Counselor use as ctuick]y as huianly
and technically possible. A continuinq hiqh leve] of support for the ARWIS
product from the Fiucation Directorate must be maintained in order to enhance
successful use at the local post level.

- *- t...
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The ouunication between posts is likewise critical since soldier
records are being transmitted, as well as information about course offerings

" and degree programs at receiving posts. (bmumication links and procedures must
be developed and continuously oiled in order to assire smooth transition of
records and accuracy of information.

The third critical area of communication is between Education Center
personnel anl the technical personnel assigned to the installation, operation,
and maintenance of the system. Counseling personnel and data processing personnel
traditionally speak a different language and seldom understand the problems and

-i mission that each has. The stand-alone microprocessor mode of delivery will
minimize the interdependence of these two groups because of the ease of operation
and maintenance of a microprocessor, because it is dedicated to one function
only, and because of the almost fail-safe quality inherent in this mode. If the
distributed network mode is utilized, the need for communication between Fcuation
Center personnel and data processing technical personnel will be increased
considerably.

The following kinds of understanding are critical:

1. If a distributed network mode of delivery is used, there must be clear
assiqrments of responsibility so that one person at the Education
Center and one person at the Data Processing Center are responsible for
installation, maintenance, and smooth operation of AREIS. These lines of
responsiblity and communication must be well defined.

2. Data processing technical personnel must be made aware of the limited computer
knowledge of most ommselors and other Education Center personnel. They must,
therefore, communicate in non-technical language with a high level of
willingness to support the operation of AREIS.

3. Data processing technical personnel must be aware of the critical nature of an
on-line operation. Response time must be qood, or the user will soon become
disenchanted. If the system experiences technical difficulty, immediate support
must be given to problem solution so that the user at the terminal can be
asked to wait five minutes or be inmediately rescheduled if a solution
does not appear to be imminent.

4. Data processing technical personnel must be aware of the critical nature of
system updatinq and maintenance. When update tapes are received fran the
Fucation Directorate, it is essential that they be installed at the
earliest possible tmmnt.

These topics should be included, as proposed, in the inservice training* of data processing technical personnel.
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VII. EVALUA.TION DSIGN

Upon completion of the ARMIS systen as conceptualized, it is reclivo!ed
that an extensive field tryout of the system be cpuucted. The prpose of this
field tryout would be twofold: a) to evaluate the completed system in order to
make modifications if needed, and b) to test a design for continued evaluation
of the system once it is implemented on a broad scale. In general term, the
launching of the proposed field tryout would involve the followinq steps:

1. Select a large Army post as field test site.

2. Install micro-ccmputer(s), terminals, and a printer in the
Fducation Center.

3. Provide inservice training, as described in this document, to
Fucation Service Officers, Counselors, clerical support
personnel, and a person (may be one of the Counselors) who is
designated to be responsible for the operation of APEIS and
the micro-c pter.

4. Implement full operation of the Soldier Subsystems and the
Counselor/lmznistrator Subsysten for one year.

5. Monitor the evaluation procedures as described in the following
pages through telephone conversation and brief on-site visits.

6. Collect and analyze data frau these procedures.

7. Make inferences for possible modifications to the system.

8. Write a coprehensive field tryout report which includes
recommendations for imlementation of AMEIS on additional
posts and a package of evaluation instruments for use in these
sites.

Durinq this proposed year of field tryout activity at least four types of
evaluation would take place: the analysis of use patterns of both the Soldier and
the Counselor/Administrator Sibsystems; the analysis of user reactions; measurinq
the effect of use of the system by soldiers; and analysis of the impact of the
system on SO, Couelor, and clerical roles.

Analysis of Use Patterns

This method consists of monitoring who uses the system and where (if terminals
are available in more than one place). It is reccwvended that a monitorinq function

*be bilt into the software which allows the tally of users by such variables as
subsyster, sex, rank, time in service, minority qroup, and terminal number. These

.4
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data should be accumulated without linkage to individual soldier records and should
be capable of on-line retrieval by ESO's or ounselors at any tine. Such data.'. would allow the analysis of use patterns and the encuragesmt of different use

, patterns if appropriate. The software should also allow the deletion of this
material in order to start the tallies over again at the discretion of the local
site. The presence of printers in the terminal configuration would allow the
printing of these data at Counselor/SO discretion. A similar tallying system
should be built into the Counselor/Aministrator Subsystem so that the frequency
of use of specific functions can be monitored.

Analysis of User Reactions

An on-line questionnaire was developed for the preliminary short tryout
of AREIS at Fort Sill, OK (Rabush, 1980). It is rem, --- that this instrument
be further refined, tested extensively in the proposed field tryout of the entire
system, and ultimately included as a part of the syste for all sites. Saple

.- questions from this instrnment are as follows:

* At this point, I have

1. No idea about my educational plans.
2. Sane vague ideas about my educational plans.
3. Narrowed my educational plans to 1 or 2 possible types of

training.
4. Selected one progrm for more education or training.

:!: * For help with my job planning, a computer could be

1. Very useful
2. Useful
3. Undecided
4. Not very useful
5. Not at all useful

It is suggested thant same items be administered upon completion of each
module of the systen and that other more general questions be asked only after
the first and perhaps sone subsecuent use of the system by a soldier. The
responses should be aggregated and displayed on-line at Counselor/SO request.
Further, batch programs should be developed to print summary data at locally
determined intervals in a clearly readable format.

Effects of Use of System

A sample of at least 200 soldiers should be randomly selected. Half of this
sample should be randomly assigned to the experimental group, and half to the
control group. The control group should not be allowed to use AREIS durinq
the period of the study. In order to test the variables proposed, the study should
be at least one calendar year in length. The experimental qroup should be asked
to use APEIS in its entirety over a period of one month. Data from both groups

a
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should be analyzed on the following variables: praroticn rate, retention rate,
" use of education benefits in the Anrty, use of other Education Center services, and

satisfaction with education services. Means of the experimental and control qroups
should be tested for significance by analysis of variance.

Dpact on Personnel Roles and Soldier Behavior

The effective use of ARPIS on a post Education Center should impact
that operation. At least two areas of im~pact should be assessed: changes in the
role and function of the FSO, Counselors, and clerical staff and changes in
soldier participation in other Education Center activities.

Change in roles might be identified throuqh answers to questions like the
following, collected through questionnaires or structured interviews:

1. Does use of ARWIS cause any change in the number of soldiers who
come to Counselors?

2. What kinds of topics do AREIS users discuss with Counselors? At what
level of specificity?

3. What kinds of perceptions do Counselors have about a chanqe in
role? ESO' s?

4. Do the counselor/AMDnistrator functions reduce or increase the
armount of clerical work required of Counselors? ESO's?

5. Does use of AREIS for general information allow Counselors to
see a larger percentage of their assigned load?

6. flw well is the system accepted by Counselors and SO' s? And for
what functions?

7. What do soldiers do about education/vocational exploration after
use of AREIS?

8. flow has AREIS chanqed the job duties and role of clerical personnel?

9. How has the maintenance and transmission of Forms 669 been affected?

10. Who is responsible for operation, publicity, and incorporation
of AREIS into the Education Center program?

11. Who is responsible for building, updating, and deleting soldier
records?

12. Who is responsible for localizing frames of text or developinq
new ones?

11. "tave any personnel been added or deleted because of ARIS?

[-
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In addition, Fducation Center activities should be monitored to ascertain
whether the use of ARWIS effects an increase in the utilization of other available
services, such as testinq, correspondence work, enrollnent in on or near-post
courses, completion of degrees, use of career resources library, and individual
appointments with Counselors.

Once this total plan of evaluation is developed and tested in the field
tryout acitivity, it could then be utilized or all posts where AREIS is installed.
Recause of the difficulty of experinm tal-control qroup desiqn in a real-life
settinq, it might be necessary to implement this part of the proposed evaluation
on only four or five selected posts which have different types of tarqet populations,
are of widely differing sizes, and are in different geographic zones.
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